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In the 2nd century CE, partially in response to R. Akiba’s attempts to use a very loose
logic system to derive meaning from Torah, R. Ishmael limited the methodology to 13
ways of deriving meaning for the purposes of law. His method was so accepted the list of
theses methods is also part of the weekday morning liturgy. Other methods were allowed
for biblical commentary.
a) Kal v'Chomer. (/r¤n«j²u k©E¦n (t)) Kal v'chomer is a fortiori, or major to minor
inference. This occurs when there are two connected cases, one lenient and one
stringent. If the lenient case has certain restrictions, then by Kal v'chomer, the more
stringent case does. Alternatively, if a stringent case has leniencies, then in the lenient
case also has those leniencies. Kal v'komer is found in both Talmud and Tanach, as in
the case of Jonah(4:10-11): And the Lord said: You pitied the Castor plant which you did
not toil with and did not grow. Between a night it was and between a night it perished.Then
should I not pity Nineveh the great city, more than twelve thousand people, who don’t know
between their right and their left and many animals?
b) Gezirah Shava: ( /v²u¨J v¨r¯z±D¦nU (c))Gezirah Shavah is a verbal analogy, based on an
identical word or phrase found in two passages of Tanach. If there is a rule or
outcome found in one of those passages, then the rule or outcome applies to the
second, and to rules applying to the second passage. The exegetical Gezirah Shava is
used to understand an ambiguous expression and the constructional Gezirah Shava is
used to construct laws in reference to each other. The classic example was when
Hillel the elder showed that Passover sacrifices should be offered on the Sabbath by
noting that the phrase in its season occurs for both Passover sacrifices and daily
sacrifices. As the Sabbath does not overrule daily sacrifices, then the Sabbath does
not overrule Passover sacrifices.
c) Binyan Av: (c¨t i³h±bC¦n (d))Binyan Av is interpretation by analogy. Unlike #2, this
analogizes from theme and generalization instead of specific verbal phrase. There are
types of Binyan Av. The first is simple analogy, if case A law X applies, then a
similar case B law X also applies. Thus when there are certain things noted in case A
then they are true too for case B. The second occurs when there is an objection to the
comparison of A and B. A new case or cases are introduced linking A and B by
analogy. The analogy is determined by the use of a general case expanded from a
specific case, and identifying characteristics in the specific use of that case, creating
case A. case B is analogous if it shares some characteristics as B, and`thus shares
other characteristics of A's generalization.
d) General and Specific. (y¨rpU kkF¦n (s))When a generalization is followed by a detail,
then the Generalization is limited in scope by the detail or details. This prohibits

illustration of the case by the specific example, and hence an improper analogy
inference. For example When playing a game (a general) of chess (a specific), one
must follow the rules.
e) Specific and General (/kkfU y¨rP¦nU (v))When a detail is followed by a
Generalization, we follow the generalization, and do not limit the law to the detail as
in #3 above. This allows for illustration of the case with a specific example. An
example might be Like chess (a specific), when playing any game (a general), one
must follow the rules.
f) General, Specific and General: (kkfU y¨rpU kkF) This is a combination of #3&4
above, allowing for two generalizations sandwiching a particular. In this case the
generalizations are limits by characteristics of the particular. For example, When
Playing a game (general), chess, checkers, Monopoly (specifics), dice (general), one
must follow the rules. In the case, the specifics are all board games. Therefore this
does not apply to games that are not played on boards like baseball, or for the dice
games that do not require a board, such as craps.
g) A generalization that needs a detail, and a detail that needs a generalization,
(/kkfk Qh¦rm tUv¤J y¨rP¦nU y¨rpk Qh¦rm tUv¤J kkF¦n (z)) Unlike 3-5 above, where a
specific or general dominate, these are cases where the detail and generalization are
dependent upon one another for meaning. In these cases, both are considered part of
a whole expression.
h) Something that was included in a generalization, but was explicitly specified to
teach something, was intended not to teach about itself but about the entire
generalization. (kg s¥Nkk tO 's¥Nkk kkF©v i¦n tm²h±u kkfC v²h¨v¤J rc¨S kF (j)
/tm²h IKF kkF©v kg s¥Nkk tK¤t 'tm²h Inmg) In this case, if there is a set of rules
involved in a generalization, and one of those rules has a specific point, then the point
applies to all the rules, not as an illustration of the specific point.
i) Something that was included in a generalization, but was specified to discuss a
provision similar to those that apply in the generalization was intended to be
lenient rather than strict. This is to identify specific cases in the generalization
where exemptions or lighter treatment might occur.
j) Something that was included in a generalization but was specified as containing
a provision different from those contained in the generalization, was intended to
be both lenient and strict. Here a specific and absolute criterion or measurement is
set for a case within the generalization. Depending on circumstances, that
measurement may be lenient for some and strict for others.

k) Something that was included in a generalization but was specified as something
new, cannot be returned to its generalization until the Torah explicitly returns it
to its generalization. When a specific case changes a generalization radically, it is
considered separate for the generalization, unless the Torah explicitly states that the
Generalization is to be followed in all other ways, where the case is considered
instead of a specific exception.
l) Something learned from its context, or from its end. Ambiguities can be
explained by its context of where it appears, or in terms of the statement of the next
verse.
m) Two verses that contradict each other. When two verses contradict each other a
resolution may be found by introduction of a third verse.
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